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The Arts, New Literacies, and
Multimodality
Peggy Albers and Jerome C. Harste

more than ever before, attention is being given to "the arts,"
"
"multimodality, and "the new literacies"in the Englishlanguagearts
classroom.We consider this attention good as it reflects a growingshift in
how literacy is being defined and what it means to be literate in the twentyfirst century.Forus, it's abouttime. In our walks throughpublic spaces- be
it in malls, down city streets, or in schools as we work with students and
teachers- we marvel at the intensity with which many young people immerse themselvesin artsand in technology.Almosteveryonehas a cell phone
on which he or she downloadsmusic, text-messagestheir friends,takesphotos, and accesses Internet sites. Manywear headphones attached to iPods
and MP3playersand constructtheir own digital movies,which they upload
to YouTubeor post as part of their MySpaceprofiles.
Whilesome critics see such trendsas problematic,we, like Gee(2004),
see such trendsas redefiningthe worldof literacyand basic notions of what
it means to be literate. In today'sclassrooms,educatorsmust be preparedto
workwith how messages are sent, received, and interpreted,as well as how
media and technologyposition us as viewers and users of multimedia texts
in the world. We must also examine which texts endow us with an identity
we may or may not wish to take on. This issue of EnglishEducationis devoted to defining and thinking about the arts, multimodality,and the new
literacies, as well as what implications each has for the English language
arts classroom.The seed for this themed issue emerged from work as members of COAL,the Commission on Arts and Literacy within the National
Council of Teachersof English, and the Conferenceon English Education.
We feel a sense of urgency about the arts and technologyand the English language arts classroom. Gee (2004) argues that children today are
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learning more about literacy outside of school than they are in, especially
through electronic and digital devices and software. And while he may be
right, most students do not see YouTubevideos, wireless phones, iPods,
plasmatelevisions, or globalpositioningdevices
as either "art"or "technology."Today'stechnol- How do we put in place a new set
ogy is just as commonplace as the high-tech 8- of social practices so as to
track tapes were for us back in the 1970s. New support students being critically
technologies are supportingliterate social prac- literate when it comes to their
tices while altering as well as makingless neces- involvement with the arts,
sary or valuable older literate social practices
multimodality, and the new
(like spelling correctly,reading books,and writ- literacies?
ing personal letters to distant family members
and friends). Instructionallythe issue becomes, how do we build on the
literacies which today'sstudentsbringwith them to the classroom?Howdo
we put in place a new set of social practices so as to supportstudents being
critically literate when it comes to their involvement with the arts, multimodality, and the new literacies? Students must be agents of text rather
than victims of text, whether that text is printed and found in school or
visually digitized and found in the street.
Figure1 is a graphiccreatedbyjuniorsin an Atlantahigh school studying "transcendentalism,"which demonstratestheir understandingof tran-

Figure 1. Transcendentalism.
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scendentalismas a concept (the spiritual- simplicity- transcendingmateriality-the father'spresence) and as a text (powerfulmessage/parsimonious
text); their understandingof their audience and what texts they find appealing (anime, comics, graphic novels); and their understandingof how
the visual (the bags, the pointing finger, and shruggedshoulders) and the
verbal ("why?")might be integratedto transcend the potential of normal
communications.This text exemplifies educators' need to understandthe
social and literacy practices which learners bring to the classroomas well
as what social and literacy practices help students to develop.
In light of this changingworld of textsand the diversestudentpopulations, there is a need to redefine literacy.We must ask ourselves, what are
the everydayliteracies that learners bring into the classroom?How can I
value and integratethese literacies into my own practice?By keepingthese
questionsin mind, we create space in the English language arts classroom
to not only redefine literacybut also make it more relevantto more students
than ever before.The result may contributeto a more criticallyliterate citizenship and a more just and equitableworld.
Forus, this text and otherswe examined,especiallydigital or technology-richtexts, indicate the need for educatorsto understandthe social and
literacy practices that learners bring into the classroom.In light of diverse
student populations,we must consider questionsof how we define literacy.
In what ways can all studentsparticipatein our classes?Whatare the everyday literacies that learners bring into the classroom, and how can I value
and integratethem into my own practice?When we keep such questionsin
mind, we can create curriculum, especially in combination with the arts,
multimodality,and new literacies, to reach more populations.
The Arts, Multimodality and New Literacies
In recentwork,conceptsof "thearts,""multimodality,"
and "newliteracies"
are often used interchangeably,although each has its own unique characteristics.
The Arts
"Thearts"often refersto the visual, musical, and performancearts,including paintings,ceramics,photographs,films, plays,storytelling,concerts,and
others;the term is often associatedwith the word aesthetics.Engagement
with the arts can offer aesthetic experiences that are not only pleasing, but
that transformthe very way we encounter our world. Coined in the early
1700s by AlexanderBaumgarten,aestheticsis a field in philosophythat is
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concerned with perception, sensation, and imagination, and how they relate to knowing,understanding,and feeling aboutthe world (Greene,2001,
p. 5). Forsome scholars,aesthetics deals with the kindsof experiences associated with reflective and conscious encounters with the arts. Or it may
focus on the way in which a workof art can become an objectof experience,
altering perspectives on nature, human beings, and moment-to-moment
existence.Aestheticis an adjectiveused to describe or single out a mode of
experience broughtinto being by encounters with works of art. The question, "Whatis art good for?"locates aesthetics in a discussion between its
worthas a wayof feeling aboutthe worldand its impacton cognition(Eisner,
2002).
Mostrecently,MaxineGreene,well-knownphilosopherof education,
and ElliotEisner,well-knownarts education researcher,have discussedthe
role of aesthetic education in learning. ForGreene (1995;2001), education
is a process of enabling a person to become different, breaking with the
what is normaland natural,andlookingthroughthe lenses
taken-for-granted,
of variousways of knowing,seeing, and feeling in a conscious endeavorto
change perspective on the world. Aestheticseducation, then, is not a frill
but an intentional undertakingthat can enable learners to notice the noticeable,become appreciativeand reflective,and understandthe role of the
arts in making life meaningful. When this happens, new understandings
can emerge from experience, and new ways of workingin the world can be
opened. We see differently,resonate differently.Aesthetic education can
move learners to find a sense of self so that they may break through the
densityof the everydayness,passivity,and boredom,and awakento the multicolored and multi-dimensionalworld (Greene 2001).
Greene and Eisner articulate several key elements within aesthetic
informed
educationand the role of the artsin learning:perception,naivete",
and
creation.
is
"direct
talk, imagination,disposition,
Perception
apprehension of some complex totalityas it is given and presentedto our viewing or
listening consciousness"(Greene, 2001, p. 12). Perceiving means viewers
become awareof the manyfacets of a work,such as medium, textures,light,
and color (Eisner, 2002). Viewersmay look at, for example, Ansel Adams's
self portraitand notice the complex interplay of light, color, gestures, as
aspectsof the design and framing of this photograph,which also is a structure of photography(see http://www.utexas.edu/opa/ic/oncampus/2005/
aug/ansel_adams_photos.html).
Naivetesuggests that humans are apt to reject or not appreciate the
significance of that which does not please them immediately.Forsome, rap
and hip-hop,abstractart, and modern dance are as appealingas nails on a
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chalkboard,but for others, they signify identityand solidarity,unique interpretation,and an explorationof medium and expression.To be naive is to
be unable to distinguishbetween aspectsof the objectthat are aesthetic and
one's own preferredjudgment about the object.
When coupled with critical talk, When naivete is made conscious, a dispositionis
informed talk can enable us to developed which allows us to tolerate ambigubecome more aesthetic in ity, uncertainty in the reading of art, and exerapproaches, more adept at cise judgment that is free from personal taste.
Informedtalk is criticaltalkaboutartobjects,not
looking at our assumptions about
art objects and their place in just as naive interacterswith such objects,but as
informedperceiverswhose talk is more precise,
learning, and about beauty and
more imaginative, and more articulate, and
significance.
which elucidates a deeper perceptionof particular worksof art. Forus, in particular,informedtalk is also a discourse,and
much as a linguist studies language, we argue that the marks that artists
make, their organization,and their intent in creating their works are significant to reading,listening, and viewing. When coupled with critical talk,
informedtalk can enable us to become more aesthetic in approaches,more
adeptat lookingat our assumptionsaboutart objectsand their place-inlearning, and more aware about beauty and significance.
Imagination can enable us to explore new possibilities,free us from
the literaland mundane,and allow us to experiencelife vicariously(Greene,
1995).Imaginationcan also release us from seeing the worldonly as a set of
categorizationsand naming of parts, allowing us to particularize, to see,
hear and experience things in their concreteness and within our own contexts (Greene, 1995).In the processof creating,artworksare stabilized;that
is, images and ideas are inscribed in a material that gives them a semi-permanence (Eisner, 2002). From such inscriptions,informed talk enables us
to speakmore carefullyand thoughtfullyabout
the ideas that speak back to us throughJhe art.
Figure2 is a jointly created paintedceramic plate. Upon first viewing, you may notice,
or perceive, at once that this is a plate on which
is painteda female and a wolf, and immediately
evaluate its aesthetic quality informedby your
own experiences.Youaskyourself,do I find this
pleasing? A second reading might initiate an
awarenessof this as a text that has a particular
Figure 2. Jointly made ceramic plate: Harste meaning that we, the artists,have in mind. Why
(painter)and Albers (ceramicist).
does the female embrace a wolf, whose tongue
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dripswith saliva?Whatsignificance do the gazes of both figures playin this
composition?Andwho has the powerin this composition- the female with a
knowingsmile, or the wolf?A thirdreadingmay evokesome desire to create
a text of our own: poetry,response,or evocation of other texts. These complex and multiple readingsare essentialwhen developingan aestheticsense
and are inspired by art objects. These are cognitive connections, connections that developan awarenessof detail, of composition,and of its relationship to other texts.
This discussionbecomes importantto teacherswho desire to "release
their imagination"in the classroomand learn to developan active sensibility andawarenessof judgmentstowardsartsthatstudentsmayfeel are "cool"
or "real"or "jazz."As educators,we may believe that NPR,operas,and ballet are the arts,and too quicklydismiss hip-hop,krumping,and snap dance
as too radicaland unfeeling and unimportant.Yet,significant to the discussion of the arts is its potential to transversegenerational ideologies, so we
can explore,talk about, and understandartworksas culturallysituated objects informedbyseveraldisciplines.Witheach experience, especiallyif we
are reflective and knowledgeable,we are likely to read, feel, understand,
and discern more each time we read art.

Multimodality
Informedbysocial semiotics,the developmentof a multimodaltheory(Kress
and Jewitt, 2003) further describesthe role of modes in meaning-making.
Halliday(1978), Hodgeand Kress(1988), and Kressand van Leeuwen (1996;
2006), stress that multimodal communication is comprised of "modes,"
formswithin varioussign systemsthat carrythe meanings that a social collective recognizes and understands.For example, photography,paint, watercolor,and clay are modes within the sign system of art through which
meaning can be made. Multimodalitysuggests that modes "rarely,if ever,
occur alone" (Jewitt & Kress,2003, p. 2) and indicates complex relationships among and between modes in constructed texts. A multimodal approach in teaching acknowledges,then, that language is only partial, and
that many modes are involvedin meaning-making,even though one mode
may be chosen to representmeaning (language,visual, spatial, digital, and
so on).
In multimodaltheory,KressandJewitt(2003) identifyseveralaspects
that comprise a representationof meaning: materiality,framing, design,
and production.Althoughthese factors are discussed independently,each
is integrallyimportantto the other.Materialityrefersto the materials(paint,
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canvas,clay,wood, fabric,software,photos,etc.) used to representmeaning
that a culture sanctions or supplies to its members. For example, pastelcoloredfabrics,in some cultures,representsoftnessand/or femininity,while
fabric that is coarse and dark suggests ruggednessand/or masculinity. In
websites and video games, for example,use of photos,animation,video, and
text are materialswhich combined can become very interactiveand highly
engaging.These inherent qualities of a mode are referredto as a material's
affordance,qualities that a culture defines and recognizes as acceptable.
Culturesdecide which materialsshould be central, which leads to the shaping of "stable"representationswith understoodmeanings. In Figure 1, students used common materials found in school classrooms.They created a
visual text that conveyeda clear message, using pencil colors, white space,
written text, and frames, falling within what
are expectednormsof visual communication
by students in school.
A second aspect of multimodal theory,
framing, suggeststhe way in which elements
of a visual compositionoperatetogether,are
spaced, show dis/continuities in color, connect (or not) with each other, "move"on the
canvas, and so on (Kress & van Leeuwen,
2001).Withindigitaltextssuch as PowerPoint
presentations, webpages, and digital films,
framing involves visual, musical, spatial,
movement,and other modes.The text-maker
must consider these elements as part of the
Figure3. Bottom of plate in Figure2.
whole text and think abouthow the audience
will respond. Considerthe websites, films, photos, or arrangementsof objects in your favoritetexts. What elements does the designer use and how
does she or he use them in a way that appealsto you?Howdo these elements
operate together to communicate a message?
The concept of framingexploresthe explicit studyof the markson the
canvas, the use of particular notes, particular movements of the body in
dance, or what is called the grammar of nonlinguistic texts (Kress & van
Leeuwen, 1996/2006), as well as the discourse within an art object(Albers,
2006). In Figure2, the directionality,or the way in which the artistdirectsa
viewer's eyes to move acrossand within a composition,of the female's eyestowardthe right and off the canvas- in conjunction with her smile and her
arm around the wolfs shoulders- together may indicate that she, rather
than the wolf, has the power in this composition.The elements are framed
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to encouragethe viewer to see (Gombrich,1994)certain elements (the gaze,
the tongue, the smiles, the brilliantwhite skin of the female) in a particular
way, and to consider the relationshipamong them. Sonesson(1988) might
also suggestthat framinginvolvesthe whole of the text, a viewing of the text
in the round,so to speak.Unlikeprofessionalartworksin which artists'signaturesappearon the paintingor the sculptureitself, signaturesof students
on their visual texts in schools often appearon the back. Such visibility (or
lackthereof) might highlighta culture's perceivedsignificance of what constitutes "art"in differentsettings- professionaland school. In Figure 3, the
bottom of Figure 2's plate is as much a part of the text as the front. The
triadicrelationshipamong the finger markson the bottomrim, the concentric circles identified through color and clay, and the simple signatures
"Jerome'07" and "AlbersW07"can act as elements of the visual text. We
chose to place our signaturesand other markingson the back, not for reasons of taking away,but to encourage viewers to look at the bottomand be
surprisedby other elements.
Design,a thirdaspectof multimodaltheory,refersto how people make
use of the resources that are available to them at a particularmoment to
createtheir representation.Designis the conceptualside of expression(Kress
& van Leeuwen, 2001), and is separate from the actual product itself. An
architect designs a house, for example, and shows a particularview of how
houses are lived in and what kindsof people live in them, but does not often
construct the house. The resources (ideas, beliefs, etc.) on which design
drawsmay be abstractand capableof being realized in different materialities, in a discussion among the designer,the homeowner, and the general
contractor.Blueprintsof a house and, perhaps,a visual renderingof its outside and inside, can offer an idea of how the house might look, but these
images remain abstractand will be alteredbasedupon materialsused. Reality shows aimed at homeowners, like TradingSpaces,Landscaper'sChallenge, and Flip That House, employ hosts who share their ideas with the
homeowner who can only imagine what the final product might be. With
their experience using a range of materials, paints, furniture, and so on,
however,designerscan more clearly see the final projectin their minds.
Design is one of the most importantparts of multimodal expression
becauseit encouragesimagination,vision, and problemsolving,when learners become the designers. In most school settings, teachers are the designers of the product, and students are the producers who try to create the
design that the teacher has in mind. When students are both designers as
well as producers,strongprinciplesof learning can emerge throughdesign.
The learner must consider the message she or he wants to communicate,
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the materials that will offer the most potential in conveying it, and how
viewers will respond.In Figure 2 again, the painting of the female and the
wolf, what aspectsof design were consideredwhen workingwith a ceramic
plate?First,the artist had to decide on a composition,which when painted
on a curved surface, takes on three-dimensionalqualities, not just two-dimensional. He also had to knowwhich paints remain vibrantwhen fired to
approximately2200 degrees, and which ones usually burn out. He had to
considerhow he wanted his charactersto look,act, and behaveon this plate.
These considerationsare all a part of the design. In Figure 1, the students
had to understandcomics as a genre, which elements or objectscan stand
alone and speak to the viewer (frame 2), and how to create the verbal and
visual punch in a message of simplicity.Design involves a great deal of conceptualthinkingalongwith practicalexperience. Design also implies that a
reader understandsthe conventions used by the designer in her or his representation.Recognizingthe comic as a genre or the paintedplate as both a
decorativeand a functional piece suggestsknowledgeof such conventions.
Lastly,productionrefers both to the creation and organizationof the
representation,the actual productor text (song, artwork,dance, play,photograph,webpage, and so on), as well as the technical skills (skills of the
hand, eye, ear, body) used when working with media in creating the text.
Workingwith oil paints, for example, differs from working in watercolor.
The skills and techniqueshave some similarities,but those workingin these
media recognize the unique propertiesof each. Oil paints have properties
(slow drying,oil based)that allow a painterto revise the compositionimmediatelyor even after years.Unlike oil paints,watercolordries almost immediatelyand is not easily alteredonce the color is appliedto the canvas.However, watercolor can produce a translucency that oils cannot. In Figure 1,
the studentwho craftedthe charactershad knowledgeaboutanime, animation that originatedin Japan.This student has an eye and a skilled hand for
recreating characters with particular features that locate it in this genre
(exaggeratedfeatures such as spiked hair, squaredor rounded jaws, large
eyes). That a viewer can immediately recognize this comic as anime suggests the skills of the animator. In Figure 2, the completed plate shows a
skill of sorts,especiallyas it relatesto size, curve, and stabilityof the plate as
a ceramic object.Jerry'spainting of the female, the wolf, and his choice of
colorsis skillful.Whenconsideringotherless tangibleproducts-videogames,
webpages,PowerPointpresentations,songs- skill is perceived as the way in
which elements relate to each other to convey a message.
With the increasing evolution of written hard-copytexts to the new
page (Kress,2005), or the electronic page on computerscreen, Englishedu-
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cation, especially as articulatedin national, state, and local standards,requiresthat learnersbecome literate in reading,interpreting,and creatinga
varietyof texts,print-and nonprint-based,and electronic. Classroomspaces
that encourage multimodality allow students
across ages to learn as well as play with a range Classroomspaces that encourage
allowstudents
of media. With play comes invention. Students multimodality
to
across
ages learnas well as
are inventing new uses for common materials
like photos,video, and visual texts. Theysee that playwitha rangeof media.
photographs can be altered, revised, and enhanced in Photoshop,that a fade-to-blackafter a video clip will create the
atmosphere in a YouTubemovie, or that popular culture icons, such as
anime, can be integratedinto their interpretationsof textswritten 200 years
ago. Such representationsgeneratedwithin a theory of multimodalitysuggest that learners often try on or assume a range of identities: anime cartoonist, film videographer,photographer,and so on. Thus, multimodality,
especially when all four dimensions are considered together,may necessitate a shift in thinkingaboutliteracyas more than just a move from a verbal
or written expressionto a visual expression,but also a considerationof how
identities get positionedin such representations.
New Literacies Studies
New literacies is a term often used to describe literacy within a digital and
high-techworld, as a shift in perspectiverather than one located in media
or digital tools (Rist, 2005; Lankshear&Knobel,2003). The word "studies"
indicatesa conscious effortto criticallylook at what is being said and how it
is being said, especially throughtools of technology.Lankshearand Knobel
(2006), in a recent presentation,arguedthat the truth no longer exists.What
constitutestruth these daysis the storytold or believed. New literacies studies provide us with a way in which we consciously know the power and
potentialof the new technologyto convey a message and to more carefully
and criticallyread,analyze,and interrogatethe messagessent within a range
of media.
Lankshearand Knobel(2003) identify two categorieswithin the field
of new literacies:(1) posttypographical,or new communicationsand informationtechnologiesor digitalelectronic apparatus;and (2) ad hoc, or emerforms
gent literacies new to be recognized as literacies. Post-typographical
of the new literacies include PowerPoint,iMovie,Movie Maker,Photoshop
(and others). Formsless common that have explodedonto the communication scene include blogs,vlogs,podcasts,wikis,and culturejamming.Within
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these new literacies, semiotic principles that underpin the arts and
multimodalityemerge. Blogsencourage cross-nationalcommunication on
a range of topics, often as personal diaries or journals in which the owner
editorializeson topics of interest often multiple times a day.In some blogs,
readerscan post comments to which the owner may or may not reply.Blogs
are written chronologicallyallowing access to earlier postings.Today,blogs
are used in a varietyof ways,to host podcasts,generate a followingforpolitical candidates,or to sway opinion. Vlogsare distinguishedin that they incorporatevideo. Viewers can post comments which, like blogs, appear in
reverse chronologicalorder.Vloggerstake advantageof the Internetto distribute their videos to world-wideaudiences. Podcastsare media files (audio, video, still) that are broadcastover the Internet,and that can be downloadedonto portablemedia playerslike iPodsand MP3playersand the newly
introducediPhones.Cellphones now have these features.Podcastsare similar to radiotalkshows in that podcastersshare opinions,ideas, and concepts
with an audience. Often posted to sites that resemble blogs, listeners can
post comments on the podcasts.Wikis are websites that allow those who
visit the sites to add, remove, edit, and change content, often without formal registrationto the site. Wikisoffer the opportunityfor strongcollaborative authoringwhere writers can post images, respondto postedtexts, and
create new texts. Wikis have become popularwriting tools in ELAclasses,
as access to Internet sites and computersbecomes more available.Culture
jamming is technique where existing mass media texts are transformedin
such a way as to act as public and social commentary on the media itself.
The purpose behind culture jamming is to create texts that speak against
corporateor mass media images in the media being critiqued.This form of
literacy cuts throughthe mediated reality that corporationsor mass media
spin, to reveal the hidden or buriedtruth. Utilizingthe Internetto mobilize
like-mindedthinkers,culture jammers use a range of techniques to convey
their politicalmessagesfromadbusting,or creatingspoofson advertisements
created by corporations,to graffiti, to performanceart. Adbusters.orgcreateda numberof anti-smokingadsthat featuredJoe Chemo(www.adbusters.
org). Other campaigns attack companies that advertise productslike perfume, clothing, or alcohol, but all adbustingis meant to titillate. Adswith
the intent to critique media images are called subverts.
Figure4 demonstratesan example of culture jamming to create commentaries on schools. Marcusteaches in a county school that supportsstudents who have been expelled from other public schools in the system. His
adbustercritically interrogatesthe concept of "alternative,"and its seemingly positive spin on public opinion. Marcusoutlines the hidden realities
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Figure4. Marcusand Tamia'swork as culture jammers.
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of a high teacher-studentratio,more money spent on securitythan on learning, and the factthat only half of the teachershold advanceddegrees.Tamia,
a social activist herself, critiques NCLB,and interrogatesthe positive spin
that GeorgeBush presentson NCLBby presentingteachers' reality of overtesting and less time for teaching. New literacies studies is more than just
identifying the potential of new technologies to communicate multimedia
messages,it is also social responsibilityand critical readingof the daily messages on computer websites, billboards, listservs, television, and buses.
Marcus'sand Tamia'stexts, in particular,demonstratehow we must teach
students(and teachers) to read the way in which media spins positive messages about such topics as education, to study them, and to critique them.
Wewant learners to discern whose story and whose truth are being told.
The arts,multimodality,and new literacies studies, each with its own
distinct principles, together can redefine literacy and what constitutes being literate.To recognize the roles that each of these fields playsin literacy,
in essence, necessitates a cultural shift in reading, interpreting,creating,
and respondingto a range of multimedia messages.The everydayliteracies
that learners bring to the classroom blur the lines between, for example,
traditionalliteracy(reading and writing) in creThe arts, multimodality, and new
ating print-basedtexts, and unpredictable litliteracies studies, each with its
eracy, which promotes reading and writing
own distinct principles, together
through multimedia (paper,the arts, blogs,software programs[iMovie,Photoshop,MovieMaker,
can redefine literacy and what
GarageBand,and so on]) to create morphedand
constitutes being literate.
alteredtexts.New literaciescan be unpredictable
and at times unnerving,yet literacywithin the arts,multimodality,and new
literacies studies often have unclear directionsand outcomes, offeringnew
opportunitiesfor expression. Learnersmay then become more positioned
as designers and in better control of what they want to say and how they
want to say it.
The authorsin this issue challenge the readerto considerthe ways in
which everydayliteracies that their studentsbring to the classroomare valued by inviting students to develop an awareness of how and what they
represent, and to encourage a transformationof thinking when the arts,
multi-modality,and new literaciesare introducedas significantpartsof new
literacy practices. Berghoff and Borgmannoutline an inquiry into transforming traditional curriculum and re-framing it (Lakoff, 2004) within
multiple literacies, the arts, and multimedia. They argue that within these
frames, literacy must be consideredas more than "writingto a promptand
answeringreadingcomprehensionquestions"(p. 22). Rather,teachersmust
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considerlearners in light of their diverse cultures, knowledge,and favored
modes of expression.Suzanne Miller'sand AaronDoering, RichardBeach,
and DavidO'Brien'sarticles focus on the need for teachers to work directly
with digital technologies in the teaching and learning of English. In her
article, Millerdescribesa course developedat the Universityat Buffalothat
exploredthe uses of specific genres of digital video productionto help new
teachers make connections between the digital technologies and the empowermentof literacyteachingand learning.AaronDoering,RichardBeach,
and David O'Briendescribe the infusion of multimodal tools into an integratedset of coursesin writing,reading,and instructionaltechnologywhere
preservice teachers learn about and create multimodal texts using IM,
iMovie,blogs,wikis, and iPodsto more fully explore the potential of media
toolsto communicate and to criticallystudy how media can shape interpretation. The work that the authors discuss in this issue may be far beyond
what most teachers presently do (or can affordto do) in their classrooms,
but their research explores the possibilitieswhen the arts, multimodality,
and new literacies are considereda significant part of literacy learning.
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2007 CEEElection Results
Electedto the CEEExecutiveCommitteeforfour-yeartermsare GinaDeBlase,Wayne
State University,Detroit, Michigan;MarshallA. George,FordhamUniversity,New
York,New York;and Alleen Pace Nilsen, ArizonaState University,Tempe.
Electedto the 2007-2008CEENominatingCommitteeare KenLindblom,Stony
BrookUniversity,StonyBrook,New York,chair; Lisa Schade Eckert,MontanaState
University, Bozeman; Crag Hill, Moscow High School, Moscow, Idaho; Melanie
Shoffner,PurdueUniversity,WestLafayette,Indiana;and SharilynSteadman,Florida
StateUniversity,Tallahassee.
On the NCTEwebsite, see the "ElectionNews"area for additional2007 election results and the "Nominations"area for details on submittingnominationsfor
the 2008 elections (http://www.ncte.org/about/gov/elec).
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